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“Some people will tell you there is a great deal of
poetry and fine sentiment in a chest of tea.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Earl Grey or fruit-flavored teas can also be
considered blends, but our Signature Tea Blends
are our breakfast and afternoon style teas.
Breakfast tea blends are bold, bright and
eye-opening. One may take milk with any of
these blends to complement the maltiness of an
Assam or the briskness of a Ceylon component.
Afternoon tea blends are lighter while offering
more complexity and less pungency than teas that
are consumed primarily in the morning. Darjeeling,
Oolong and Chinese Lapsang Souchong are
popular components in these blends.
Consistency is key when blending. The objective
is to maintain the same exact flavor with each
new restock. Since tea is an agricultural product,
year after year, lot after lot, the flavor profiles
change. This is mostly due to the weather
conditions during harvest time. Last year, the
harvest season in Assam started late due to
excessive
rain. Patience is a virtue during
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such time. We cup hundreds of samples to
Upton Tea Imports Tea Buyer
find the perfect component selections for our
blends. Most of our Signature Tea Blends were
“Some people will tell you there is a great developed when Upton Tea Imports was
deal of poetry and fine sentiment in a founded and have been enjoyed by our Valued
chest of tea.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson
Customers for 30 years. Some of our blends
The art of tea blending has been around for are named after locations in London that were
thousands of years. One of the first mentions of important parts of tea history.
blending fruits and spices with tea leaves was
Currently, we have over 20 Signature Tea
in the 8th century book, The Classic of Tea, by Blends. Our most popular is TB01: Organic
Lu Yu, the famous Chinese Tea Master. From English Breakfast, which is a blend of CTC
blends of pure leaf to teas with fruit and spices Assam and BOP Ceylon black teas. The blend of
added to herbal tisanes blended for wellness, tea malty CTC (Crush-Tear-Curl) style Assam and
blends come in many forms. There is no standard bright, brisk Ceylon is a robust combination
worldwide formula; each tea company has their that may be enjoyed on its own or with the
own unique blend recipes. Blending allows us to
addition of milk and honey. English Breakfast
create new and interesting flavors to enhance is a bit lighter in flavor than our TB12: CTC
the base tea or simply to create a specific highly Irish Breakfast Blend, which consists of a blend
sought-after flavor profile. The combinations
of CTC Assam teas. This is the strongest tea
are endless. Some of our most popular offerings
blend that we carry.
are our Signature Tea Blends. These blends are
My favorite breakfast blend is TB05: Mincing
strictly pure tea leaves. Using premium teas Lane Breakfast Blend, a blend of Assam and
sourced from India, China, Sri Lanka, Colombia China Yunnan black teas. The rich, smooth
and Indonesia, they are blended to perfection. Yunnan complements the Assam, producing a
Components are hand selected with each year’s full-bodied, robust cup. This blend is named
harvests, and recipes are updated and revised to
after Mincing Lane in London, also called
match the renowned flavor of the specific blend. “Street of Tea,” just one of the locations of the
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London Tea Auctions. The London Tea Auctions
were the main hub of tea trade. Each region had
a specific day in the auctions. Tea was brought
to the city by clipper ships traveling from the
Far East. India tea auctions were Monday and
Wednesday, Ceylon on Tuesday, and Indonesian
offers on Thursday along with some China teas.
China teas were typically sold privately. Tea
brokers bid directly for wholesale companies or
to resell after auction, with their main objective
being to obtain tea lots for the best prices possible.
The London Tea Auctions were held for more
than three hundred years. Upton Tea Imports was
fortunate enough to attend the last London Tea
Auction back in 1998. Tea auctions still take
place today but typically in the country of origin.
Prior to Mincing Lane, tea auctions were held
on Leadenhall Street, which is where another
of our popular tea blends gets its name. TB02:
Leadenhall Street Breakfast Blend, is a hearty
blend of broken-leaf Ceylon and Assam teas. The
London Tea Auctions were considered “candle
auctions,” meaning that each lot had a bid time
of an inch of the candle burning. During this
time period, the East India Tea Company was
the facilitator of the auctions. They also sold
goods such as spices and textiles. This company
received a Royal Charter in 1600 from Queen
Elizabeth I, to explore the East. They were a
force to be reckoned with and had trading posts
all over the world. Without the East India Tea
Company, tea trade would not have evolved the
way it did. During peak buying season, we bid on
teas at auction as well as procure single-estate
teas directly from origin. This gives us the ability
to choose the best quality teas from those freshly
plucked and processed. Our TB18: Ceylon English
Breakfast is a blend of different lots of BOP Ceylon
tea that we obtain directly from Sri Lanka from
both the tea estates and tea auctions. Ceylon tea
is well known for its highly sought-after brisk
flavor note and is found in many blends.
Our most popular Afternoon Tea Blend is
TB84: Robert Fortune Blend, a blend of
Yunnan black tea from China and Darjeeling
black tea from India. This tea is named after
Robert Fortune, a Scottish botanist who was

well known for introducing many plants from
the Far East to the West, but mainly for stealing
tea plants from China to bring back to India
although Assam already had a tea varietal native
to that region in India. China is the birthplace
of tea and it is a country steeped in rich history
that you can taste and smell with every sip - notes
of wisdom and war dance on the palate. The
Robert Fortune Blend is a combination of earthy,
rich Yunnan and toasty, muscatel Darjeeling,
which produces an enthralling cup..
Another blend of China and Indian tea is our
TB75: Baker Street Afternoon Blend – named
after one of the first subway stations in London
and the world. This blend consists of smoky China
Lapsang Souchong, Keemun and Darjeeling, and
is the perfect choice for an afternoon uplift.
Produced in Fujian province, China, Lapsang
Souchong tea is smoked over pine needles, giving
it a sweet yet very smoky flavor. The Keemun
is produced in Anhui province, China and gives
the blend its depth while also providing the
perfect complement to the Darjeeling. This
is one of the most interesting tea combinations
we carry. It’s not everyone’s cuppa but it is
definitely worth sampling.
Our newest blend is TB89: South Street
Breakfast Blend – named after a previous
location of Upton Tea Imports in Hopkinton, MA.
This blend consists of teas from Sri Lanka, India
and the newest tea origin, Colombia. Colombian
tea is grown in the Andes Mountains, where
the plants are nourished by the rich minerals
in the volcanic soil and fed by pure mountain
streams. The richness of this tea is reminiscent
of an Assam but is smooth like a Yunnan. This
has become a very popular blend that is enjoyed
by many Valued Customers.
All of our blends are slightly different, and
your choices simply depend on your personal
preference. Also, there is no right or wrong
way to drink your tea. Even to a tea purist,
sometimes a stout breakfast blend with a bit
of milk and honey is wonderful. How many of
our 20 Signature Tea Blends have you tasted?
We always recommend sampling and comparing
different teas to find your new favorite.
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Naturally Flavored Extra
Bergamot Earl Grey
A rich, inviting fragrance introduces this naturally
flavored, premium black tea selection. This is the
third of four special teas created to celebrate our
30th Anniversary. The robust cup is smooth and
full-bodied with pronounced deep bergamot
notes. The finish is long and lingering.
See page 39.
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